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PHARMAHEALTHLABS RECEIVES NJBIZ FAST 50 AWARD
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY – NJBIZ, the leading business journal in New Jersey, has recognized
PharmaHealthLabs (PHL) as one of New Jersey’s 2019 Fast 50. This is PHL’s first time receiving the NJBIZ Fast 50
award, which celebrates the companies that contributed to the state’s economic growth and stability in the past
year. The company accepted the award at a ceremony hosted by NJBIZ on Nov. 14, 2019.
“Our clients are the foundation of everything we do at PHL,” said Jennifer Scott Harmon, PHL Managing Partner,
upon accepting the award. “Our growth in the past year reflects the deep partnerships we have forged with our
clients, partnerships built on mutual learning and intense collaboration. Our clients trust us with their
aspirations, and, in return, we strive to provide them with a level of innovation and personal care that is
unmatched in the pharma life sciences industry. Being named to the NJBIZ Fast 50 list is a validation of our
partnerships and an inspiration to stay true to ourselves as we push forward to new heights.”
“The NJBIZ Fast 50 award is also an inspiration to stay true to our core values—putting the client first,
maintaining accountability, pursuing bold innovation, and enabling each team member to be the best they can
be, both in their personal and professional lives,” Harmon continued. “These values are at the heart of who we
are as a company, and we’ve been fortunate to build a team that reflects these values in everything they do.”
About NJBIZ Fast 50
Applicants for the NJBIZ Fast 50 award submitted three years of revenue information to a selection committee in
order to demonstrate revenue of at least $500,000 each year while also showing increasing revenue from year
one to year three. The selection committee then reviewed this information and ranked applicants by both dollar
growth and percentage of growth over the review period. The committee chose the honorees based on these
rankings. Award recipients represent the diversity of the New Jersey business community and include among
them companies both big and small and from a variety of industries.
About PHL
PHL’s mission is to ground people in science - through education, collaboration, and innovation, we simplify the
vast complexities of science and bring together the elements necessary for effective communication. Our clients
include multiple top-20 pharma companies, and our team is comprised of seasoned professionals with diverse
experience in medicine, pharmacy, brand marketing, and business development. We pride ourselves on
delivering projects on time, on budget, and with exceptional quality and attention to detail. With our mass
combined experience, we can provide our clients a multitude of services, including creative, strategy, scientific
communications, and engagements. For more information on PHL, please visit www.pharmahealthlabs.com or
connect with us on LinkedIn.
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